
4 Reasons to Switch to
Epicor® ECM (DocStar®)
If you own Altec Advanced Print Management (APM/APM+) or DocLink
products, it's time to consider modernizing with Epicor ECM (Enterprise
Content Management, formerly known as DocStar). Your Altec products
are currently under Epicor Sustaining Support which is very limited. 
It covers only support for known issues. It does not cover bug fixes,
enhancements, or the ability to purchase add-on modules. 

Perhaps your Altec solution is used
only for print routing from your
Epicor system, and your documents
are not stored in a repository.
Perhaps your Altec solution
provides a repository but does not
capture and index inbound
documents from your customers
and suppliers. Perhaps it does
capture, but the steps to set up
each new form are time consuming.  

Epicor ECM  will complete your
content digital transformation and
help you apply automation to more
areas of your business. The end
result will be a fully digitized and
automated repository that
eliminates the waste and double-
handling associated with storing,
accessing, and processing paper
and other document types
including email, faxes, and virtually
unlimited file types. 
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Contact Your Account Manager Today for
special incentives to switch to Epicor ECM

Cloud or On Premises
Support your mobile and office
users with a web browser
interface, which makes Epicor
ECM ideally suited for
deployment in the cloud or on
premises for all Epicor systems.  
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Take the Next
Step in No-Touch
Office Automation

Intelligent Data Capture
Capture documents from any
scanner, MFD, email, or
watched folder and employ
Artificial Intelligence (AI) to
extract data fields without
hours of building templates .
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Integrations
Benefit from the deepest
integrations to your Epicor
system, including file
attachments, AP Automation,
Sales Order Automation, and
PO Acknowledgement.
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ECM PackageWorks™
End the paper chase and
assemble large packages of
documents for a specific
shipment or other scenario in a
few seconds time.
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